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You must do it!!
Answer:
1-.
Permission
Ability

Look of obligation

Advice
Should
Possibility
Could
May
Logical conclusion
Must (certainty)

Necessity
have to
Prohibition

Suggestion
Shall
Obligation

Lack of necessity
Needn’t
Don’t have to

Impossibility
Can’t

2Sall- could- should- must
3A. “ Brahim must be tired” means
b Brahim is certainly tired
B. “ Brahim sould have booked a wired room” means
c. It was advisable for him to book a wired room.
C. “ We could meet this evening” means
c. It’s possible to meet.

4a. Brahim had to phoned Anna before going to London.
b Brahim should go to the cybercafé to chat with ANN. There was no Internet connection at
the hotel.
c. Brahim and Ann maymeet this evening. They aren’t sure.
d. As Brahim is fond of Mr Bean, he can’t miss his show before going back to Morocco.
e. Brahim told Anna: “ To give a comic performance, comedians should have use their
imagination.
5- Choose the best answers to complete the sentences. Justify your choice.
a. the audience has been watching Mr, Bean’s film for more than two hours.
The film must be interesting.

b. I want to watch Mr. Beans film but the CD player isn’t working. The children must be
damaged it .
c. If Brahim doesn’t have a password, he can’t have access to the humorous web sites
d. Yesterday, Brahim and Ann had to stay late to watc the film
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e “ We should book the tickets for the next show in advance-they may sell out quickly”. Anna
told Brahim .
f. the man sitting in font of us in the theatre burst into laughter. He mustn’t have been
enjoyed the show.
g shall we move to the font seat? We could hear better

